
The Apologetics of Peter – A
Logical  Argument  for  the
Deity of Christ
Steve Cable explains how the apostle Peter showed himself to
be a master apologist, not the bumbling, brash fisherman he
used to be.

Peter – A Leader in Apologetics
How many times have you heard the Apostle Peter portrayed as
the brash fisherman whose mouth was always several steps ahead
of his brain? According to many sermons, Peter’s life motto
may have been “Open mouth, insert foot!” Certainly Peter did
not hesitate to speak his mind which sometimes landed him in
trouble and sometimes resulted in commendation (Matthew 16:23;
Matthew 16:17). I suspect we often focus on Peter’s foibles
because we feel that if Jesus could love and use Peter then
perhaps there is hope for us as well. Others have been known
to  say,  “I  guess  I  take  after  Peter”  as  an  excuse  for
thoughtless words or actions which dishonor Christ.

However, if we look at Peter’s entire life journey
as recorded in Scripture, we see a life that set an incredible
example  of  love,  zeal,  compassion,  courage  and  effective
apologetics. Wait a minute! Peter, a leader in apologetics?
That field is only for egghead theologians, not an uneducated
fisherman like Peter, right?

Yes, absolutely Peter was a leader in this area. Here are
several reasons why we can be sure that Peter was a leading
apologist for Christianity.
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1. Peter recognized the evidence pointing to Jesus as the
Christ early on. When others doubted Jesus’ teaching, Peter
declared, “To whom shall we go, you (Jesus) have the words
of eternal life” (John 6:68). As an eyewitness of Jesus’
teaching, signs and miracles, Peter, through the Father’s
revelation of His Son, went on to declare, “You are the
Christ, the Son of the Living God” (Matthew 6:16).

2. Beginning at Pentecost, Peter took on the role as the
primary spokesperson presenting a reasoned argument for the
gospel before the Jewish masses, the Jewish authorities and
the first Gentile converts.

3. It appears that Peter was the one Paul approached to
discuss his theology and arguments for the gospel before
Paul  began  sharing  them  with  the  entire  Roman  world
(Galatians 1:18). In his second epistle, Peter equates the
letters of Paul with the “rest of Scripture,” giving them
his approval as “God breathed” (2 Peter 3:15-16; 1:20-21).

4. Peter is the one that commanded us to be prepared to give
an effective, reasoned argument for our faith, introducing
the term “apologetics” to our vocabulary as important for
every believer as he told the believers in Asia, “always
being ready to make a defense to everyone who asks you to
give an account for the hope that is in you, yet with
gentleness and reverence” (1 Peter 3:15-16).

Peter was never shy about taking the lead. If we are to obey
this  command  to  be  prepared  with  a  reasoned  defense,  it
behooves us to look at the example and teaching of Peter.

In this article, we will examine the apologetics of Peter to
help us grow in our ability to give a reasoned defense. Peter
was following the example and instruction of his Teacher,
Jesus.{1} (For a detailed discussion on Jesus’ example, check
out “The Apologetics of Jesus” probe.org/apologetics-of-jesus
and other resources at probe.org.)
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Peter’s Defense – Credible Witnesses for
the Gospel
Peter commands each of us to be prepared to give an effective
reasoned argument for our hope in Christ. Is it possible that
this uneducated fisherman was a master at this craft? Let’s
begin  our  examination  of  how  Peter  went  about  making  an
argument for the gospel.

I have been greatly blessed by studying Peter’s sermons and
testimony in Acts and his letters to the churches in Asia.
From that study, we find that Peter focused on five aspects in
his comprehensive defense of the gospel:

1. Credible witnesses
2. Compelling evidence
3. Confronting objections with consistent reasoning
4. Changed lives
5. Clear conclusion

Let’s look at each of these aspects in turn to see what we can
learn to make us better at giving a reasonable explanation for
our faith in Christ.

First,  Peter  based  his  argument  on  the  basis  of  credible
witnesses. He pointed his audience to four primary witnesses:

1. The eyewitnesses to Jesus’ life
2. The audience’s own personal knowledge of Jesus
3. The testimony of Scripture
4. The Holy Spirit

Peter and the other apostles were eyewitnesses of Jesus’ life,
death, resurrection and ascension. Speaking to a crowd in the
temple shortly after Pentecost, he said, “[Jesus’ resurrection
is]  a  fact  to  which  we  are  witnesses”  (Acts  3:15).  In
Caesarea, he told the Gentile Cornelius, “We are witnesses of
all the things He did both in the land of the Jews and in



Jerusalem”  (Acts  10:34-48).  Much  later,  writing  to  the
believers in Asia, Peter explains, “For we did not follow
cleverly devised tales when we made known to you the power and
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of
His majesty” (2 Peter 1:16-17). Multiple eyewitness accounts
of an event provide credibility, so Peter points to “we,” not
just “me,” in each occasion.

Peter also called upon the experience of his listeners. In his
sermon at Pentecost, he points to the signs Jesus did stating,
“just as you yourselves know” (Acts 2:22). In other words,
your  own  experience  supports  what  I  am  telling  you  about
Jesus.

Peter uses the Scriptures as an important expert witness. In
Acts,  Peter  refers  to  the  witness  of  the  Scriptures  nine
different times, explaining how the scriptural prophecies are
fulfilled in Jesus. He told his listeners, “But the things
which  God  announced  beforehand  by  the  mouth  of  all  the
prophets, that His Christ would suffer, He has thus fulfilled”
(Acts 3:18).

Addressing a Jewish audience, Peter did not have to defend the
credibility  or  accuracy  of  the  Scriptures  as  you  may  be
compelled to do today. But when he addressed the church in
Asia, he wrote, “So we have the prophetic word made more sure,
to which you do well to pay attention as to a lamp shining in
a  dark  place”  (2  Peter  1:19).  He  pointed  out  that  his
eyewitness  experience  with  Jesus  gives  him  even  greater
confidence in the Scriptures.

Finally Peter highlighted the critical testimony of the Holy
Spirit in explaining the miracle of Pentecost and in front of
the Jewish leaders. As he told those leaders, “And we are
witnesses of these things; and so is the Holy Spirit whom God
has given to those who obey Him” (Acts 5:32).

At  this  point,  you  may  be  thinking,  “I  don’t  have  the



advantages Peter had. I am not an eyewitness, the person I am
sharing was not around when Jesus was performing signs and
miracles, and they also think the Bible is full of myths. I am
zero  for  three  when  it  comes  to  pointing  to  credible
witnesses.” You may be right, but the principles still apply
to  us  today.  Even  though  you  are  not  an  eyewitness,  you
possess  written  testimony  from  eyewitnesses  who  would  not
change their testimony even under the threat of death. The
Gospels  and  the  letters  of  Peter  and  John  are  eyewitness
accounts. And, you are an eyewitness of what faith in Jesus
has meant in your own life.

I  have  a  friend  who  is  a  retired  teacher  and  volunteer
hospital chaplain. A number of years ago, his late wife was in
the hospital recovering from a severe internal infection which
nearly took her life. When the attending physician came by her
room to arrange for her release, she thanked him for her
recovery. The physician replied, “Don’t thank me. Thank God.”
She responded, “How am I supposed to thank God? I don’t even
believe in God.” The physician said, “To find the answer to
that question, I would like to give you a prescription. When
you get home, read the first three chapters of the Gospel of
John.”

When she got home, she was surprised to discover that John was
located in the middle of the Bible. She told her husband,
“This is strange; shouldn’t I start with Genesis?” But you
see, this physician had been asked to give a defense for the
hope that was in him and he began by pointing her to an
eyewitness. Shortly, after reading these chapters in John, she
placed  her  faith  in  Christ.  Her  husband  told  me  that  he
personally  knows  of  at  least  thirty  people  who  are  now
Christians because this physician said, “Don’t thank me. Thank
God,” and introduced her to the eyewitness John.

We can also point out that no one refuted Peter when he told
this  large  crowd  that  they  were  well  aware  that  God  had
performed many miraculous signs through Jesus, and the Jewish



authorities did not refute it either. We can also call upon
the listeners’ own experience with life. They were not around
to see Jesus perform miracles, but they did have experience
with the futility of sin and the struggle with hopelessness.

In our defense of the gospel, we can point out that there is
universal agreement that all of these prophecies fulfilled by
Jesus were written hundreds of years before Jesus’ life. The
fact that Jesus fulfilled those prophecies lends credence to
both the Scriptures and to Jesus’ claim to be the Messiah.{2}

Peter’s Defense – Compelling Evidence for
the Gospel
Of course, credible witnesses are not sufficient to make a
convincing  argument.  If  the  evidence  they  report  is
circumstantial or inconclusive the argument is undermined. The
testimony of Honest Abe Lincoln would not be very helpful if
all he had to say was, “It was dark and I couldn’t really see
what happened.” Peter made his argument by honing in on the
following compelling evidence for the gospel:

1. Jesus did not live an ordinary life. God attested to
Jesus’  special  position  “with  miracles  and  wonders  and
signs.”

2. Jesus suffered a highly public death by crucifixion.

3. God raised Him up again.

First,  the  signs  Jesus  performed  lend  credence  to  the
possibility  of  the  resurrection.  As  Peter  wrote  to  the
Christians in Asia, “For when He received honor and glory from
God the Father, such an utterance as this was made to Him by
the Majestic Glory, ‘This is My beloved Son with whom I am
well-pleased’ — and we ourselves heard this utterance made
from heaven when we were with Him on the holy mountain” (2
Peter 1:17-18).



I have the opportunity to share the gospel with international
students  who  have  little  prior  knowledge  about  Jesus  and
Christianity. As we look together at the accounts of Jesus’
miracles, I ask them, “What would your response be if you
witnessed these events? What would you think about Jesus?”
Usually the response is, “I would want to find out more about
him. How is he able to do these things? He is not a normal
person.”

The second piece of evidence is essential to the argument. If
Jesus did not actually die on the cross, His resurrection is a
farce. In every defense, Peter states that we know that Jesus
was put to death on a cross (Acts 2:23; 3:15; 4:10; 5:30;
10:39; 1 Peter 1:3; 3:18). Jesus’ crucifixion resulted in real
physical death. Jesus did not escape death; he experienced
death to pay for our sins. The Jewish leaders did not try to
refute Peter’s assertion that Jesus had died on that cross.

The crowning piece of evidence is that “God raised Jesus from
the dead” (Acts 3:15). Peter wants his audience to know that
this is an indisputable fact. Peter told Cornelius and his
household, “[we] ate and drank with Him after He arose from
the dead” (Acts 10:41).

Jesus’ resurrection is the heart of the gospel and of any
defense of the gospel. Consequently, it is the central theme
of Peter’s message.{3}

Peter’s Defense – Confronting Objections
with Consistent Reasoning
Some Christian speakers suggest that being “fools for Christ”
(1 Corinthians 4:10) means that we do not need to address
objections  with  logical  arguments.  This  is  odd  since  the
person they are quoting, Paul, based his ministry and his
letters on giving a rational argument for the Christian faith.
Perhaps even more compelling is that the uneducated fisherman,
Peter, also confronted objections using logical reasoning.  He



knew that a good argument addresses both the evidence clearly
supporting the conclusion and also any evidence which appears
to counter the conclusion.

Let’s look at three specific objections on the minds of his
listeners that Peter addressed in Acts and his letters.

The first objection he addressed is the popular notion that
the Messiah would come in triumph and in power; certainly not
in suffering and death. In his arguments, Peter reminds the
listeners that the prophets clearly state that the one who
will bring healing and restoration will suffer (Acts 2:23;
3:18; 4:11; 1 Pet. 1:10-11; 2:21-24). He told the crowd in the
temple, “God announced beforehand by the mouth of all the
prophets,  that  His  Christ  would  suffer”  (Acts  3:18).  He
pointed  the  rulers  and  the  elders  to  Psalm  118  when  he
declared, “[Jesus is] the stone which was rejected by you the
builders,  but  which  became  the  chief  corner  stone”  (Acts
4:11).

The second objection is that the Scriptures do not teach the
resurrection  of  the  dead.  The  Jews  were  looking  for  a
descendant of David who would reign forever as the Messiah.
Peter used Psalms written by David to show that the God had
revealed that the Messiah would die but not be abandoned to
Hades or suffer decay and be raised to sit at the right hand
of God (Psalm 16:8-11; 132:11; 110:1).

Later in his life, Peter took on a new objection which was not
an issue in his early defense. This third objection was that
Jesus had not returned to the earth as He promised. Peter knew
that some scoffers were saying, “Why should we believe that
Jesus is going to return? It has been years since His death
and the world just keeps going along just as it always has.”
Peter responds by

1.  identifying  the  false  assumption  in  the  scoffers’
argument,



2. providing an important perspective on the question, and
3. explaining the rationale for delaying Jesus’ return.

The  false  assumption  is  that  God  has  not  dramatically
intervened in the past. Peter reminds them that God destroyed
human civilization through the flood and the scoffers of that
time did not believe God would act against them either.

The important perspective is that God does not view time in
the way humans do. “But do not let this one fact escape your
notice, beloved, that with the Lord one day is like a thousand
years, and a thousand years like one day” (2 Peter 3:8-9).

The rationale is God’s mercy as Peter wrote: “The Lord is not
slow about His promise, as some count slowness, but is patient
toward you, not wishing for any to perish but for all to come
to repentance” (2 Peter 3:9).

Although you may need to address one of these three specific
topics at sometime, the important point is that Peter did not
gloss over the objections. He did not just say, “I am an
eyewitness.  Jesus  is  the  resurrected  Messiah.  Repent  and
believe.” He addressed the concerns he knew were on the minds
of his audience with consistent rational arguments.

Peter’s  Defense  –  The  Testimony  of
Changed Lives
Peter knew that an effective argument for the gospel, for our
hope, needs to include visible as well as oral arguments.
Peter  emphasized  current  evidence  that  his  audience  could
experience or observe at that time.

For example, at Pentecost his sermon is in response to the
crowd drawn to the spectacle of the disciples praising God in
many different languages. He points out that this event is the
fulfillment of the prophecy in Joel. Then the body of his
message leads to the point that “[Jesus] has poured forth this



which you both see and hear” (Acts 2:33).

Similarly, in the temple he points to the healing of the lame
man as evidence that Jesus is the resurrected Prince of Life
(Acts 3:15-16).

In his first letter to the churches in Asia, Peter explains
that our purpose as God’s special people is to “proclaim the
excellencies of Him who called you out of darkness into His
marvelous light” (1 Peter 2:9). One way we fulfill our purpose
is by always being ready to give a reasoned argument for our
faith. However, Peter teaches us that it is much more than a
verbal or written argument. According to the body his letter,
we proclaim Jesus’ excellencies by

1. our excellent behavior,
2. our loving relationships,
3. our response to suffering,
4. our servant’s heart, and
5. our devotion to prayer.

These living arguments are essential elements supporting any
effective argument explaining our living hope in Jesus. Peter
put it this way: “always being ready to make a defense to
everyone who asks you to give an account for the hope that is
in you, yet with gentleness and reverence; and keep a good
conscience so that in the thing in which you are slandered,
those who revile your good behavior in Christ will be put to
shame (1 Peter 3:15-16). A good conscience and good behavior
are directly tied to the effectiveness of our defense. Peter
also highlights the importance of presenting our argument with
gentleness and a genuine concern and respect for the other
person as someone created in the image of God and loved by
Jesus.

Peter’s Defense  –  A Clear Conclusion
Sometimes we get so enthused about the argument that we forget



the purpose. We always want to point people to the fact that
they  can  receive  a  living  hope  through  faith  in  the
resurrection of Jesus. Peter always kept his conclusion in
mind. Let’s look at how he presented the conclusion.

To the crowd at Pentecost, he said, “Therefore let all the
house of Israel know for certain that God has made Him both
Lord and Christ — this Jesus whom you crucified. . . Repent,
and each of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for
the forgiveness of your sins; and you will receive the gift of
the Holy Spirit” (Acts 2:36-39).

To the crowd in the temple, he said, “Therefore repent and
return, so that your sins may be wiped away” (Acts 3:19).

To the Jewish leaders, he proclaimed, “And there is salvation
in no one else; for there is no other name under heaven that
has been given among men by which we must be saved” (Acts
4:12).

To Cornelius and his household, he concluded, “through His
name everyone who believes in Him receives forgiveness of
sins” (Acts 10:43).

To the church in Asia, he reminded, “Blessed be the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who according to His great
mercy has caused us to be born again to a living hope through
the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead” (1 Peter 1:3).

Peter wanted them to understand the importance of Jesus life,
death, and resurrection to their eternal future. His clear
conclusions invited a response from each individual.

Our examination of the preaching and teaching of Peter has
shown him to be a master apologist for the gospel. If we want
to follow in his footsteps, we study his example preparing
ourselves to give an effective argument consisting of

1. credible witnesses



2. compelling evidence
3. confronting objections with consistent reasoning
4. changed lives, and a
5. clear conclusion.

Then when people say that you are acting like Peter, it should
be a testimony to your effective witness for our Lord Jesus
Christ.

Notes

1. For a detailed discussion on Jesus’ example, check out Pat
Zukeran’s “The Apologetics of Jesus,” probe.org/apologetics-
of-jesus) and other resources at probe.org.
2. For more resources explaining our confidence in the Bible
as a reliable witness, check out Pat Zukeran’s “Authority of
the  Bible”  (probe.org/authority-of-the-bible)  and  other
resources by going to probe.org/radio.
3. To find out more information on the compelling evidence for
the  Resurrection  and  its  importance  in  making  a  reasoned
argument for the gospel, see Steve Cable’s, “The Answer is the
Resurrection” (probe.org/answer-is-the-resurrection) and other
resources available at probe.org/radio.
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“Did  Christ  HAVE  to  be
Deity?”
Greetings Don,

I came across your website article concerning the deity of
Christ and thought I would respond. if you have the time and
interest, please entertain some of my thoughts and get back
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with me if time allows. My questions surround the topic of the
necessity of Christ being deity. I accept that He is, but
wonder  if  He  MUST  be  for  both  the  atonement  and  eternal
salvation. What I would like to do is copy the text from my
interaction with a good friend yesterday. That way I won’t
have  to  rewrite  our  dialogue.  When  you  have  time,  please
interject if you would. WB is my good friend, a pastor. I am
DB.

WB:  Your  questions  about  Christ’s  deity  in  regards  to
salvation do sound like the JWs. “God can do it anyway he so
pleases” (even Calvin suggests this as well). If God wanted,
he could have made a world without the possibility for sin as
well. He can do it any way he pleases, but he has reasons for
doing it the way he does.

DB: Yes, he does. But as God, he could do it any number of
ways. If you hold to the middle/knowledge position, you would
have to agree to this idea, and the idea that he chose the
best possible way to redeem mankind. That, in-and-of-itself,
doesn’t demand that Christ be deity.

WB: The early church fathers reasoned (there, I used the dirty
word “reason”) that Christ had to be God for our salvation to
be effectual. You have heard it before, even from me. Be
patient as I explain it again. If I sin against you, how long
does the sin remain? Answer: until you forgive me or until you
die. Even if I die first, the sin remains as an offense
against you.

DB: No problems here at all. I agree wholeheartedly.

WB: If I sin against God, how long does the sin remain? Until
he forgives me or until he dies. Since he does not die, and is
an infinite being, then the sin is eternal: actually, my sin
against  him  becomes  an  infinite  offense.  Now:  how  can  an
infinite transgression be forgiven? (I hope we don’t have to
revisit justification in all of this). Only an infinite being



can pay for an infinite sin — only an infinite being can
absorb an infinite curse and satisfy the infinite penalty of
an infinite crime. Only an infinite being can bear an infinite
wrath. If Jesus was a man, his death would have no efficacy.

DB: Here’s where questions arise on my part. I agree that my
sin  is  an  infinite  offense  against  God.  Actually,  God  is
eternal  and  infinite  and  we  are  neither  (in  the  absolute
definitions  of  those  terms–i.e.  “immeasurable  or  without
beginning or end”). Hence, maybe there is some reservation on
my part to claim I, a finite being, can commit an infinite
act. I suppose since we live forever (in glory or judgment),
our sins remain always or are cleansed and forgiven always;
hence, they are infinite or erased. All that being said (I’m
typing out my thoughts), I don’t feel it requires that Christ
must be deity to be a sufficient sacrifice for my sins. What
is required is a perfect sacrifice. If Christ was a created
being, one who was higher than angels and who took on the form
of man, lived a perfect, sinless life with free will (like
Satan but succeeding), his sacrifice would be sufficient. I
don’t understand how, using reason, it would not. Like us, he
would have had a beginning. Like us, free will. Unlike Adam,
he did not sin (even if he could have–if he was not deity,
this would give even more credence to the example that even
though he was a man, he did not sin vs. our position as
Trinitarians). As he was sinless, created or not, his perfect
example and sacrifice would be sufficient. It seems that if
there coexisted TWO forms of deity at the same time, and it
was possible for them to sin against each other as does man,
then a mediator, who would then have to be deity, would be
required. To require deity to be sacrificed for the sins of
finite man seems overkill and doesn’t pan out in my mind as
reasonable. It’s certainly plausible, but I don’t see how it
has to be. Please correct me here. If God requires a perfect
sacrifice, Jesus would have been a sufficient sacrifice if God
said he was having lived a perfect life (as a perfect man or
perfect Adam).



WB: The applicability of Christ’s atoning work to us as human
beings depends upon the reality of his humanity.

DB: Absolutely.

WB: The efficacy depends upon the genuineness and completeness
of his deity. DB: Not if God only requires a perfect, sinless
sacrifice  vs.  the  sacrifice  of  a  deity.  I  still  fail  to
understand why reason disallows this. It seems to me we are
predisposed  to  this  position  to  embrace  our  view  of  the
trinity vs. the other way around. Reason, in my mind, doesn’t
exclude this argument.

WB: The JWs reject this saying that God can do anything he
pleases. Okay, why didn’t he just let a muskrat die for our
sins then? The beauty of the cross is not that we have been
redeemed, but that the eternal Holy God was willing to undergo
the kenosis (humiliation from glory to earth to servant to
criminal to death to tomb).

DB: I agree–that is the beauty of the cross. But if God
created for himself a son with free will (much like Satan–and
NO, I don’t think they were brothers!!!) to be a sacrifice for
a lower mankind who despises them both and who hates them,
then his suffering and sacrifice on our part for the love of
his father, who he could disobey at will, is a lovely story as
well. That’s just as moving in my mind. If he was deity and
couldn’t sin (if he was impeccable), we can only glory in his
suffering, not his resistance to sin. Again, reason warrants
that conclusion.

WB: This reveals God. And it is this that is the centerpiece
of the Christian faith (our salvation was the result, and the
reason,  but  the  emphasis  is  on  the  grand  mystery  of  God
himself. (How boring it would be to send someone else to do
his dirty work).

DB: I addressed this above.



Hello ______,

Thanks for your e-mail. Don is overwhelmed with other duties
and asked me to respond in his place. I hope you understand.

Since you claim to accept the doctrine of Christ’s deity, I
will simply assume this is a belief we share. Thus, rather
than offering any arguments for this important doctrine, I
will  simply  assume  it  is  true  for  the  purpose  of  this
response.

Let me make just a few points by way of introduction. First, I
think you raise an important issue that needs to be carefully
considered and discussed. Second, I will have to reply in a
somewhat abbreviated fashion, merely outlining what I consider
to  be  some  important  points.  Third,  at  the  time  of  this
writing,  I  freely  admit  that  I  CANNOT  offer  a  conclusive
argument that it was necessary for Christ to be God in order
to  provide  an  acceptable  atonement  for  the  sins  of  man.
However, I want to offer a cumulative case for this position
which I think is nonetheless compelling. This will involve
both a response to some of your statements, as well as a
brief, positive presentation of some evidence which I think
makes it at least highly probable that Christ would indeed
have to be God to provide an acceptable atonement for our
sins. Finally, I offer these thoughts for your consideration
since you wrote to Probe requesting a response. Although I
have to reply rather quickly because of many other pressing
duties, I am also offering a tolerably thoughtful response
that I ask you to read carefully.

Please allow me to focus on your statements beginning with the
remark, “Here’s where questions arise on my part.” You state:

“I don’t feel it requires that Christ must be deity to be a
sufficient sacrifice for my sins. What is required is a
perfect sacrifice. If Christ was a created being, one who was
higher than angels and who took on the form of man, lived a



perfect,  sinless  life  with  free  will  (like  Satan  but
succeeding),  his  sacrifice  would  be  sufficient.  I  don’t
understand how, using reason, it would not.”

I wonder HOW you actually KNOW this to be true? Granted, you
MAY be right. But HOW do you really KNOW? I note that you
appeal to “reason” – a faculty for which I too have great
respect – but it’s important to remember that reason, like ALL
of man’s faculties, is fallen. This remark is not intended to
denigrate reason. But it’s common knowledge that man often
makes errors in reasoning about all sorts of things. Not only
that, we often begin our reasoning from false presuppositions,
which  often  results  in  correctly  reasoning  to  false
conclusions. Finally, we almost never have all the essential
information which we would need to reason to the right answer
–  even  if  we  didn’t  continually  commit  errors  in  our
reasoning.

I would argue that the question of whether or not it was
necessary  for  Christ  to  be  God  in  order  to  provide  an
acceptable  atonement  for  the  sins  of  man  is  the  sort  of
question  about  which  it  would  be  quite  easy  to  reason
incorrectly. I would also argue that YOU BEAR THE BURDEN OF
PROOF here. This is so for the simple reason that Christ was
in fact God (as you admit), and the Father did in fact send
His Son to be “the propitiation for our sins” (1 JN. 2:2).
Since God is a rational moral agent, it seems fair to assume
that He had some good reason for actually doing things as He
did. Not only this, I think it’s fair to ask whether God would
have sent His only Son as the sacrifice for our sins if He
could have achieved this end in some other way. It is at least
odd that God would have sent His only Son to do what a morally
perfect creature could just as easily have accomplished. Since
God did in fact send His Son, however, you clearly bear the
burden of proof in demonstrating that this was, in fact, not
necessary. I don’t think you can do so. Hence, I think your
argument is ultimately unsuccessful.



Let me briefly illustrate this last point from a section of
the dialogue between you and your friend:

WB: The applicability of Christ’s atoning work to us as human
beings  depends  upon  the  reality  of  his  humanity.  DB:
Absolutely. WB: The efficacy depends upon the genuineness and
completeness of his deity. DB: Not if God only requires a
perfect, sinless sacrifice vs. the sacrifice of a deity. I
still fail to understand why reason disallows this. It seems
to me we are predisposed to this position to embrace our view
of the trinity vs. the other way around. Reason, in my mind,
doesn’t exclude this argument.”

Concerning your final comments, I would agree that reason, in
itself, doesn’t necessarily exclude the possibility that God
only  requires  a  perfect,  sinless  sacrifice  rather  than  a
Divine one. But remember my comments on “reason” again. Just
because human reason cannot exclude the possibility that you
mention does not in any way prove that a Divine sacrifice was
not necessary! And since you bear the burden of proof here, I
must ask you HOW, specifically, you KNOW that God does NOT
REQUIRE A DIVINE SACRIFICE? Since this is what God actually
did, I would argue that it is more reasonable to believe it
was necessary than that it was not. Admittedly, this does not
PROVE  my  argument  is  true,  but  I  do  think  it’s  more
reasonable. And I am not obligated to assume the burden of
proof here anyway.

I think you make an interesting, and potentially revealing,
comment when you write:

“It seems that if there coexisted TWO forms of diety at the
same time, and it was possible for them to sin against each
other as does man, then a mediator, who would then have to be
diety, would be required.”

Again, I wonder HOW you KNOW this? Why, specifically, would a



Divine mediator be required? Certainly reason does not demand
this! Why would any mediator “be required” at all? It’s quite
possible that the gods could mediate their own dispute, just
as two men might do. It’s also possible that a man, or a
talking raccoon, could serve as a mediator. But here’s what’s
interesting. If your logic is valid, and a god must mediate
between gods, why would it not also follow that a God-Man must
mediate between God and man?

But here’s another point. The example of reconciling two gods
likely involves the reconciliation of equals. But this is not
the case when we consider the reconciliation of man to God.
Here, the parties are NOT equal. God is the Creator, man is
His creation. It seems at least reasonable to believe (and is
in fact true, I think) that the Creator may have a particular
character which requires that reconciliation be achieved ONLY
through a means which is perfectly consistent with all His
attributes. And this, of course, may radically limit the means
by which such reconciliation can actually be achieved. Again,
I personally think it would be odd for the Father to send His
only Son to accomplish on behalf of man what a morally perfect
creature was capable of. Indeed, you yourself confess:

“To require diety to be sacrificed for the sins of finite man
seems overkill and doesn’t pan out in my mind as reasonable.
It’s certainly plausible, but I don’t see how it has to be.”

But since this is what God actually did, you bear the burden
of proof in demonstrating that such a sacrifice was, in fact,
overkill! Since God is a rational moral agent, it is at least
reasonable to think that a Divine sacrifice may indeed have
been  NECESSARY.  And  if  it  was  necessary  it  cannot,  by
definition,  be  overkill.

Let me conclude with two more observations. First, we both
agree that Jesus was, in fact, the God-Man. I could easily
demonstrate from the Scriptures both that Jesus believed this



of Himself and that His disciples believed it as well. But
here’s  the  point.  Every  time  that  Jesus,  or  one  of  His
disciples, makes the claim that He is the ONLY way to God
there is, at least potentially, an implicit argument that only
a God-Man can reconcile man to God! I could quote many verses,
but let me offer just a few. When Jesus says to Nicodemus, “As
Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so MUST
THE SON OF MAN BE LIFTED UP; that whoever believes may in Him
have  eternal  life”  (JN.  3:14-15,  emphasis  mine),  He  is
speaking as the God-Man. I admit that it is not necessary to
interpret such a statement as requiring a Divine sacrifice,
but it certainly has this potential – and that’s something to
think about. In other words, since Jesus is the God-Man, He
could be implicitly understood as saying that ONLY such a One
as He is capable of reconciling man to God. It’s the same with
many  such  statements  of  Jesus  (e.g.  JN.  14:6,  etc.).  And
Jesus’ disciples, who also believed in His deity, repeatedly
claim that there is no other way for man to be reconciled to
God. For example, in Acts 4:12 Peter declares, “And there is
salvation in no one else; for there is no other name under
heaven that has been given among men, by which we must be
saved.” Again, this does not PROVE that a Divine sacrifice was
necessary (the burden is yours to show it was not), but it may
certainly be read as implying its necessity.

Second, consider this. In Paul’s famous verse on substitution,
2 Cor. 5:21, we read: “He (the Father) made Him (the Son) who
knew no sin to be sin on our behalf, that we might become the
righteousness of God in Him.” Luther referred to this as the
“Great Exchange.” Christ takes our sin on Himself and gives us
His righteousness in its place! Now an argument could be made
that, in order to be acceptable to God, man must be clothed in
His righteousness. If this is so, then it would seem to follow
that a Divine substitute was not superfluous, but ESSENTIAL.
For how could we become “the righteousness of God” in Christ,
unless Christ was actually God? It’s reasonable to believe He
could only give us God’s righteousness if He was, in fact,



God.  And  if  such  righteousness  is  essential  for  our
reconciliation  to  God,  then  it  follows  that  a  Divine
substitute would be necessary to achieve this goal. Again, I
fully admit that this argument is NOT CONCLUSIVE—it is merely
suggestive. But as I’ve said repeatedly (I’m sure you’re sick
of it!), you bear the burden of proof – not me. Thus, I think
I’ve  offered  some  good  reasons  to  believe  that  a  Divine
sacrifice was indeed necessary and not overkill. I also think
I’ve  demonstrated  that  you’re  far  from  proving  your  own
position (if in fact it’s actually your position; I’m not
saying it necessarily is).

Wishing you God’s richest blessings,

Michael Gleghorn
Probe Ministries


